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I'm a partner in a mid-sized law firm in Boston, Massachusetts. The 
year is 1997. 

My Septium computer, which I cali Sarn, nms at 1.3 gigahertz, and 
can display its output on a flexible, 2 ounce notepad, my watch, the full 
surface of my desk, or any one of my office walls. Sam talks to me~ and 
I to him. Our central server stores 45 terabytes of information, all of 
which is accessible instantaneously by any computer on our global 
network. 

I can communicate wìth our offices in Johannesburg, Prague, Katmandu, 
and Hanoi at 600 megabytes per second for file transfer or multimedia 
videoconferencing. Links to several comrnercial data wholesalers make 
virtually every ~ord of every case, statutc, regulation, book, article, and 
commentary available to us immediately. We bave teams of knowbots 
careening around the Internet gathering reievant ìntelligence. Some of my 
colleagues are tryìng out the latest virrual reality lega! research systems. 
(W"e're a iittle behind the times because it has been almost a year since our 
most recent technology upgrade.) 

Clìents are fully plugged into our computing system, and have come to 
expect real time in-person attention on shon: notice and 24-hour acccss to 
our non-confidential information resources. We and they have become so 
ìmmersed in our ìnforrnation environment: that it has b~come transparent. 
Over 40% of our revenue derives from dients paying to access our online 
knowledge resources. 

Since I am rotating through the firm' s Library and Informati on Systems 
committee, I've agreed to meet with a salesperson from Ace Publishing 
Company. She's here with her new catalog of law books and has brought 
along a review copy of Ace's latest tome on healthca.rc privacy torts, 
which she drops with a thud on my desk. I guess she didn't notice that 
my office is bookless. Sam the Computer perks up: «Shall I cali for secu-
rity, sir?» 
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Actually, I'm nota partner in a mid-sized Boston firm, and the year is 
not 1997. (I bet you're relieved to hear that.) I left a hybrid career of law 
practice and clinica! teaching almost ten years ago to do research and 
development in legal informatics and the tcchnology of law practice. In the 
spirit of this Special Issue, I would like to contribute some inf ormal remarks 
about how aspects of the revolution in the technology of text may play out 
in the context of the legai profession. 

X-BOOKS 

There are many candidates for the name of the next generation book. 
W e've heard about the Dynabook, PowerBook, and SuperBook. Vendors 
now offer ActiveBooks, Beta Books, Expanded Books, Living Books, and 
TurboBooks. (There are also plenty of names that don't include the archaic 
word «book», such as tex:tbase and infobase.) Perhaps we should talk about X
books in this age of the «Generation X». Or ex-books. Whatever the name, 
the concept of a book or publication is exploding in many different dimensions. 

Some of these dimensions of change are broadly familiar. Books of 
course are moving from ink-on-paper to various digitai formats. In the 
process, their content is shifting from plain text to multimedia. These chan
ges in format and content alone could revolutionize how we think about 
and use books. But they are compounded by even more dramatic shifts 
that are moving books from static and passive objects to dynamic, interac
tive, and pro<luctive ones. 

Hypertext is an early form of these more dramatic changes. The pro
vision of navigable links from one part of a text to another - including, but 
going way beyond, cross-references, footnotes, and citations - makes books 
interactivc in a basic way: readers choose the paths they wish to follow. 
(Arguably, this navigability goes back as far as the codex, which introduced 
considerable random acccss to materials previously delivered on scroils). 
The move is from a flat and linear organization to a hyperspatial one. 

Merely being in electronic form makes the word contems of books 
easily searchable. Some forms of Ìnteraction, however, require the infusion 
of additional information into the books themselves. For instance, books 
vcry often have a hierarducal strncture of parts, chapters, subchapters, etc., 
that is only implicit or marked wìth imprecise textual mdicators. If thìs 
structure is explicitly encoded and appropriate software is used, readers can 
collapse and expand levels, and navigate across them - akin to the operations 
one can perform in common «outlining» software. 
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Contemporary tools iike Folio Views aìlow authors to do the above 
and more. Segments of text can be marked as belonging to diff erent topical 
groups, or as constìtuting defined fields. Electronic highlighters can be 
applied to passages of interest. Ali of these organizational constructs can be 
combined with words to perform searches - effectively allowing readers m 
define arbitrary filters through which text can be viewed. T o some extent, 
then, readers can choose a point of view, or a ,,camera angle», from whìch 
to look at a text. It doesn't seem a big step to allow readers to scructurally 
reconfigure a text: both selecting and reordering segments according to 
their momentary needs. 

So far, these rnodes of interactivity presuppose no change in the book 
itself. Even though readers can move about in it, search it, filter it, and 
structurally reconfigure it, the underlying book remains a constant thing. 
One can choose one' s own itinerary through a sta tic countryside. A whole 
other category of developments involves changes to the book itself. 

One way to make a book dynamic is to link it to online sources that 
grow and change themselvcs. These can take the form of hypertext links 
that do not simply connect to elsewhere in the «locah, book, but that 
invoke communications software to log on to remote services. Instead of 
the materiai at the other end of a referential link being a static coliection 
of text, that materiai may be a shifting body of information that responds 
to a generalized query. Another twist on this idea involves periodic linkages 
to the publisher to download updates; it does not seem unreasonable for 
books to be autornatically and remotely updatable. 

T aken a step further, the other end of a link might be the electronic 
maiibox of the book's author, a panel of relevant experts, or a whole 
community of interested parties. Experiments involving linkages to collabo
rative expert networks are already under way with serviccs like American 
Lawyer Media's Counsel Connect, an «electronic marketplace» for lawyers 
in law firms and corporations. Books may be designcd to be annotateci and 
extended by readers, individually or in groups, blurring the distinction 
between consumers and contributors. 

Personalization is an activity that straddles the boundaries of several of 
these categories. Some books ~ay come with pre-defined parameters that 
can be adjusted to suìt the personai preferences and interests of a reader. 
In more advancecl cases, the personalization may happen semi-automatically 
as a result of the reader's patr:ern of usage. Annotation and reconfiguracion 
can also be thought of as forms of personalization. 

A further frontier is that of productivity. Heretofore, books have not 
been seen as devices capable of performing work. But it is not far fetched 
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for there to be products in the form of electronic books that deliver consi
derabie functionality. Nowadays document assembiy programs and other 
computer-based practice systems ask questions, gather answers) make 
suggestions, give advice, compute dates and numbers, and generate docu
ments. l'm personally engaged in projects in which these kinds of functions 
will effectively be embedded in interactìve products having some of the look 
and feel of books. T echnology exists to have such products consult other 
sources on behalf of the reader, and prepare subsets and variations of them
selves for particular occasions. We may soon be comfortable talking about 
generative and self-replicating books, and eventually about ones that are 
sufficiently autonomous to be self-enhancìng, self-updatìng, and self-repairing. 

Many of the foregoing developmems will presuppose texts that have 
been fortified with self-descriptive marlmp, or, stated otherwise, books that 
have been knowledge--enriched w:ith rnetaìnformarion. A recent paper on 
..:K.nowing Documents» [Lauritsen 1993] explored the ideas of document 
knowledge and knowledgeable documents. By the time we have embarked 
upon even a few of these transformations and functional extensions, what 
used to be the book may well be unrecognizable. The distìnctions between 
texts and programs, between books and machines, between information 
products and services, will erode. It seems likely that ,;.:books» will evolve 
from passive objects to productive tools, interactive devices, information 
appliances, or, as Ted Nelson predicted, ..,Jitcrary machines». We won't 
know where one book ends and another begins in a world of World Wide 
W ebs and celestial jukeboxes. 

lt should not be surprising that lawycrs are among the first to push the 
envelope of these technologies. Tue wodd of law has a nurnber of distinctive 
characteristics that foster advances in text technology. For one thìng, in the 
legal market the people who bu.y texts largely use them to create other 
texts (such as contracts, wills, complaints, and briefs). La'\1\,-yers are text 
weavers, and the law itself is hypertextuaL Many law offices already have 
deployed robust informatìon systems, a.od ìncreasing attention is being 
paid to facilities for accessing vast reposiwries of internal and external text. 
T o some, it may seem as though lawyers are building infom1ation cocoons, 
whence who knows wbat may emerge. 

I DREA!Vf OF GENIE 

In n:viewing a book on computer music a few years ago [Lauritsen 
1990], I noted my disappoìntmem that the book had not been delivered in 
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''i: 
a form that allowed the reader to run the programming examples and play 
the musical excerpts. There they were on the page, trapped in textual and 
notational F1atland. I have often had the same reaction reading law books. 

Lawyers won't want to hear the thud of a new book arriving on their 
desks; they'll want it to silently slip into the fabric of their inf ormation 
environments. They will want the full content and serviccs of new 
publications at their disposaJ while they are engaged ÌI1 word processing 
and running practice systems. As lawyers become familiar with the 
possibilities, they will increasingly want ..:books» they can do things with, 
and that can do things for them. Today's mild forms of interactivity will 
not be enough. 

Among other things, lawyers will demand information products and 
services that: 

- Are fully digitai ab initio 
- Are delivered and updated electronically 
- Are optimized for random access and user annotation 
- Are enriched with self-descriptive markup 
- Are structurally reconfìgurable at the user's behest 
- Contain dynamic links to remote infonnation repositories and com-

municati.on fora 
Link seamlessly into customers' information systems 

-· Conta.in a variety of interactive and productive modules. 

Modem software developers have introduced the concepts of agents, 
elves, wizards, and knowbots - anthropomorphic programs that draw on 
our craving for helpful colleagues and imelligent assistants. As books evol
ve, I like to think of them approximating the ideal of the mythical genie 
- a powerful personalir,r with the capaci!}' and willingness to fulfili its 
master's wishes ---similar to but not quite as zany as the one played by 
Robin Williams in the recent Disney movic Aladdin. 

I hope that publishers and other information providers will not be 
tempted to see the transition from paper books to digitai ones as a matter 
simply of putting old wine in new bottles. One goal of the next revolution 
in the technology of text shouid be to let the genie out of the lamp. 
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